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Lifetime memories – Lifelong skills
Welcome to the WYC’s Summer
Newsletter.
It’s
been
an
interesting summer of frequent
high winds and rain which has
made for some challenging
conditions. Just what yachties
like. I must admit I have had the
windsurfer out more than the
mirror as a result. The weekly
Sunday Race and Social program
has been going well, especially in
the newly renovated WYC facility.
And the Regatta – well, what an
event!

cool conditions, and light rain; in
fact it was probably a welcome
relief after the hot Perth summer
for many. The 7–16 knot winds
were considered ideal for racing.
The inaugural Saturday night
event in the newly renovated
WYC, was a great success. A
striking sunset topped off the
first day of racing and the club
easily catered for all who
attended the BBQ and first
formal use of the new bar in
‘Bob’s Box’. Thanks everyone.

Walpole In the Trees Regatta
This year’s Regatta went without
hiccup and many a positive
comment was made from
competitors, associations, clubs
and officials on its fine
organisation. It was great to have
99 nominations that made up 9
divisions this year and lets
hopefully crack the tone in 2017.
No one was troubled by overcast,

Again, favorable comments were
heard about the new WYC
facilities. Sailors acknowledged
that while there was scope to
race as competitively as desired

the prevailing atmosphere was
one of companionship and fun.

It seems we may have an even
bigger event in the future with
several associations wanting to
bring down more boats. It’s a
measure of how much they
enjoyed the weekend. How a
significantly larger Regatta might
be run, will be discussed with the
Committee, WYC members and
community, in due course. There
is certainly room and it would be
an even bigger boon for Walpole
but some clever planning is
required. But for now let’s just all
bask in the knowledge that the
event went very well and we can

all take a breath. There are too
many people to thank individually
but we all pulled together when it
counted. The results for all classes
can be found at the conclusion of
this edition.

Club Restoration
As mentioned in the introduction
the WYC has had recent
restoration beginning with a
thorough clean‐up to allow for
more space as a social venue,
particularly
the
undercover
outdoor area. The interior and
exterior have been painted by
the Work Camp. Thank you very
much to all involved, it’s a superb
job. New appliances (stove, hot
water system and fridge among
others) and fittings have also
been installed.

Shortly after completion it was
hired by members over the
festive
weeks
for
family
celebrations and also by the
Walpole Primary School end of
year function. Since writing this
of course it has more recently
been used in the Regatta to good
effect. Feedback was that it is an
venue
providing
excellent
protection from the elements
combined with a mesmerizing
view. Hire fees are $50 half and
$100 for a full day with a fully
catered kitchen, crockery, chairs
and tables, coffee and tea
facilities and the kayaks and
boats are available for use. While
the bulk of the restoration is
largely
complete
we
are
constantly thinking and planning
for further improvements for

ongoing efficiency and comfort.
In
addition
the
eagerly
anticipated rock‐wall breakwater
is finished. It runs along the front
of the clubrooms in response to
an engineering report. This will
offer a barrier to wave action and
ensure the stability of the
premises for many seasons to
come. Thank you to Bob Quinn
for the donation of rocks, and
Denmark Mini Diggers (Rusty),
Walpole Concrete Supplies and
Earthmoving Services (Nigel) and
Walpole Dingo Services (Garth)
for the installation of the wall.

Sabre Association Visit Walpole
The Sabre Association came to
Walpole mid‐January to join our
Sunday Race Day. Seasoned
member Dennis Coulson was so
inspired he bought one and is
now part of the racing fleet. He
had a lot of fun in the regatta.

sufficient interest. Please contact
the Club if you would like to
attend a training session.
Member Youth Coach Training

Sundays Race Program
Sunday Sailing continues through
to March 27th starting at 9am.
Race times vary according to
weather forecasts as members
know, but are usually at 10.30
and any changes will be emailed
prior. We have several racing
fleets to participate in or just
come down for lunch and coffee
and a swim or paddle. Kids have
the fleet of mudlarks and oppies
to learn in. Or sail one of the
Clubs Windrush 14 for some fast
fun – thank you Ian T for
orgainsing the three Windrush
for the Club.

The club is sponsoring interested
club juniors over the age of 14 in
undertaking accredited dinghy
instructor and coaching courses ‐
following the Yachting Australia
Coaching Pathways. The Dinghy
Instructor accreditation (YA) is
what the club is pursuing to train
8 of our active junior sailors. The
accredited qualification creates
an employment opportunity in
Walpole for our sailors aged 15+
to conduct courses through the
club for anyone wanting. Also,
for those moving to go to
university this accreditation may
be used at many sailing clubs to
train juniors. It should develop
sailing skills, confidence and
opportunities; they come out
with two boat certificates and an
applied first aid qual.
Once we have an 18+ person
holding this qualification the
Club can register as a Discover
Sailing Training Centre and
receive all training syllabus from
YWA to run the courses.
The prerequisites
accreditation are:

for

this

1. Holding an Applied First Aid
Certificate
(we’re
asking
individuals to cover this cost)
2. Holding a Yachting Australia
Power Boat Handling Certificate
and Recreational Skippers Ticket
(paid through funding)
There could be a Catamaran
Training Session offered by the
club post‐Regatta, if there is

The course training will involve a
pre‐course
online
training
and two day practical training for

the Instructors qualification
through YWA. The trainer will
come to Walpole to hold the
training.

The Club has submitted a grant
recently towards covering most
of the training expenses for the 8
juniors ‐ $4200 worth of
training. This would cover the
Yachting Australia Power Boat
Handling Certificate, RST and two
day practical training.
Dean Caple, Training and
Development YWA, would visit
Walpole over a couple of weeks
to facilitate the YA Power Boat
Handling Certificate and the RST
on weekday evenings so not to
interrupt
weekend
sport
commitments. Travis (YWA)
would then come down to
conduct the 2 day practical
training. The course would
usually amount to a cost of
approx. $647.00 per person but
will hopefully be reduced to the
individual covering only their first
aid qual. of which the Club would
facilitate.
Max Cummuskey wins a voyage
The
WYC
2016
Junior
Development Initiative – Leeuwin
Ocean Adventure Youth Explorer
Voyage (kindly funded by an
anonymous
member) was
offered to a Walpole Yacht Club
active member, who is a local
resident and aged between 14
and 25 years of age. It is aimed at

providing an opportunity for
personal
and
leadership
development.
The
Leeuwin
Ocean Adventure Foundation
operates Youth Explorer Voyages
on the sailing vessel STS Leeuwin
II for individuals from all walks of
life and backgrounds. Voyages
include programs designed to
help young people build skills
such
as
self‐confidence,
communication, teamwork and
leadership. These are valuable
life lessons and assist the
participants to make the most of
future
education
and
employment. Congratulations to
Max!

members (the latter with a small
donation). These kayaks are now
installed on a purpose built rack
along with a registered trailer to
transport to other locations.
Thank you to Ian T and Tom for
organizing the rack and trailer.
Kayak Eco‐Trails
Tim is now in the process of
trialing and documenting a series
of Eco Kayak Trails for the WYC. It
will include both inlets and
associated tributaries. The result
will be a pamphlet/booklet of
approximately a dozen trails and
also available online via the WYC
site at some point. It will provide
information to help identify the
best trails to suit a paddler based
on conditions, distance, duration
and interests.

This will provide local knowledge
to our own community and
visitors, encouraging people to
utilise our beautiful waterways
sustainably.

Any enquiries and all suggestions
are welcomed
yachtclub@walpole.org.au

WYC Kayaks
As mentioned in the previous
newsletter we have 10 kayaks for
use by members and non‐

It emphasizes the environmental
highlights of the trail especially
local fauna.

Dedication to friends of Walpole Yacht Club
A sincere thank you is extended to those individuals, businesses, companies, community
groups, Government Departments - State and Local who have so generously donated their time,
skills, money and moral support. Their commitment to the repair and upgrade of the Club
House, provide training of our young people week after week, and assist in holding the 2016 “In
the Trees Regatta” is invaluable

We salute you!
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